The IFSA Global Flagship network comes online in Fall 2019. IFSA’s sites in London, Buenos Aires, Shanghai, Sydney, and Prague offer more to your institution, and to your students, than ever before.

IFSA Global Flagships are distinguished by their diverse activities, shared programming, and interconnectedness. Each site will function as part of a global network, offering wide access to IFSA resources around the world while continuing to reflect the unique nature of each location.

Technology at each Flagship will create a virtual community of learning around the globe. Students at Global Flagship locations will have access to staff and resources in other Global Flagship locations. They will be invited to participate in live lectures and discussions with leading experts, faculty, and students across all Global Flagship locations.

The Hub is the virtual and physical space where the Global Flagship network lives. Imagine a dedicated space within each Global Flagship facility with advanced technology that enables connectivity between London, Prague, Shanghai, Buenos Aires, and Sydney. Global Flagship activities, such as lectures projected worldwide, or seminars held via video conference, are linked via the Hub. Every Hub includes an expansive conference table, an excellent broadband connection, and videoconferencing capabilities. The Hub acts as a portal to a virtual, collaborative space unlike anything else in the field.

Global Flagships support a wide variety of simultaneous activities: direct enrollment, IFSA-exclusive, and hybrid programs; collaborative and custom offerings; semester, summer, and short-term programs; field and experiential components; events within the local community, conferences, and meetings; and the nurturing of expansive networks among universities, scholars, professionals, organizations, and local community members.

Connect your institution to the Global Flagship network. Adapt our undergraduate study abroad programs to meet the unique needs of your students. Connect faculty to colleagues abroad. Nominate instructors for faculty-in-residence opportunities. Hold advising sessions with your students via the Hub. Base your international recruitment efforts at any or all of the five sites. Develop workshops for graduate students and adult learners.

WE LOOK FORWARD TO SEEING YOU AROUND THE WORLD.